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nEPIAHllJH 

Ta Movre)."a TUxatae; ~lO~POIJr;e; elVOl onMc; TUxotee; ave)"'f~ele;. GewpoullE Konolov 
TlDU C1T&I'\EtOl oe evo C1T0gepo O'1'1lJelO evoe; i5pOlJou KO! aPXt~E\ I'\Cl 13rll.lOTi~el. K6ge 
~nl-lo tOU E(VOl TOU (~lOU I-InKOUe; Kat oVEf;6p-rTlTO ano TO TlpoTlyoulJevo. KIVelTOl npoe; 
Ta ~e~\6 I-Ie m80VOTTlTO p KCl npoe; Ta OPIC1TEpO. IJE m8aVOTTlTO q. Movre)."o oav TO 
nopan6.vw IJnopouv va XPTlOlIJOTlOlTl80uv C1Tle; rEWeTllcrrr;IJEe; I-IE KOT6.MTl)."Tl TponoTloi~ 

TlO'1'1· Ie OUnl TTlV epyao(a avo<pepovrol lJepu<ee; e<papl-loyee; crrTl rewl-lop<po)."oyfa KOl 
OTT] rew)."oyto. 0 OKOTlOe; auTOU TaU 6p8pou elVOl va ~d~El TlWe; e<poPlJo~OVTOl C1Tle; 
yewemOTr;I-IEe; l-IeplK6. TlOp(ol-lCTa TTle; 8ewpioe; TWV Tll8avOnlTwv. 

ABSTRACT 

One of the simple stochastic processes is the random walk. We imagin a man 
starting at a fixed point on a road and in each time unit making a step to the left or 
right Each step of him has equal length and is independent of the preceeding one, 
The man moves to the right or to the left with probability p and q respectively. Such 
models can be used to represent different processes in earth sciences especialy if one 
extends these ideas. In this paper we investigate some uses of this model in 
geomorphology and in geology. The concern of this paper is to illustrate the 
application of some advanced results of the probability theory in geosciences. 

INTRODUCTION 

The nature of some phenomena has not a unique but a probability distribution of 
solutions. This kind of problems are known as stochastic ones. It is clear that to solve 
these problems probability theory must be used. One of the most illustrative example 
of the above theory is the so-called «random-walk problem" [1]. 

We suppose a man (or a particle) standing initially at a given point (x=O) and starts 
making a step to the left or to the right on a road (x-axis). Each step on him has a 
unique distance and is independent of the preceeding one. The probability to move to 
the right or to the left is p and q respectively. The question of interesting is: after n 
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steps, what is the probability of being at a certain position. The set of all steps, is 
considered to be a collection at random variables. Using the binomial distribution, we 
can easily yield that at time. 

t=n*T 
our man will be at the position t(x)=RI-(n-R)I=2RI-nl, where n the number of trials, R 
the right steps and n-R=I the left steps. The probability of this position is: 

For n very large the binomial distribution is approaching the Gaussian one, by 
which we can easily solve the above problems. The above simple concepts can be 
extended and generalized to more dimensions. 

n! 
P (t(x) = 2Rl _ nl} = pH q"--R 

Rl(n-J)! 

APPLICATION OF RANDOM WALK MODELS 
TO EARTH SCIENCES 

The alluvial fan formation 
We concider a gravel in a plane at the position zero (Fig. 1) and moving to the left or 

to the right with equal probabilities (each step we suppose having a unillenght) while 
at the same time is suffers a forward steady displacement. The resulting triangle (Fig. 
1) shows the most probable position to arrive the particle. It is clear that the formation 
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of alluvial fans can be described by a random walk mechanism 13]. The mouth of the 
stream in the mountain front corresponds to zero point of the Figure 1. 

Some volcanic forms 
If we concider a particle starting at the point (0,0) of xy place, and moving to the 
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Fig.2 

four diagonal directions with equal probabilities. The most probable positions are 
shown in Figure 2. The process of exodus of some volcanic products and their form 
can be assimilated with the above two dimensional random walk model. 

It must be noted that, since in both random walk examples we accepted an equal 
probability model we arrive to symmetrical spatial distribution (symmetrical geoforms). 
However, it is easy to change the model a~d to produce a variety of geoforms. 

The processes of Sedimentation and Erosion 
The random walk model can be used to study the Sedimentation - Erosion 

processes. [2,4]. We consider a sedimentary basin with p~D,75, the probability of 
deposition of a sediment and q=0,25, the probability of its erosion. The next slep is to 
simulate this process in computer, and have a great number of random realizations. 
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Figure 3 shows that the upward movement means the deposition of the material, and 
the downward movement the erosion (axis x represents the base level). Using this 
model we can calculate the expected time to have a certain thickness of the 
sedimentery column (Fig. 4) and the expected thickness of the deposits after a certain 
time (Fig. 5). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The random walk model can be used in two ways to earth sciences, firstly to explain 
some characteristic geoforms by the spatial probability distribution and secondly to 
simulate some processes and to calculate different variables. It is certain that to 
investigate complex natural systems, the probabilistic approach is becoming 
necessary. The uses of random walk models in various braches of earth sciences are 
providing a new approach to understand the different geomorphological processes. 
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